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ARTICLE INFO

This study introduces the engravings on a mammoth tusk from the lower reaches of the Tom River in West Siberia. The tusk was found in 1988 during construction works and was later transferred to the Tomsk State University, but it remained almost unknown to specialists until now. Radiocarbon dating by AMS reported the age of the tusk as 13,100–13,005 Cal BP (95% confidence level). The surface of the tusk is engraved with images of two-humped camels arranged in two pairs. In addition, arrows and wounds within the contours of the animals can be seen. The comparative analysis of the stylistic features of the camel figures shows that they correspond to the age of the tusk itself, making them, at present, the oldest camel images in Asia. The discovery of the engravings in this region is consistent with the theory of mobile population groups moving to western Siberia from the periglacial steppe to the south in the Late Upper Paleolithic.

1. Introduction

The repertoire of Paleolithic art in Eurasia is versatile and has already been quite well studied. Among the typical zoomorphic images of this art are large representatives of mammoth fauna from the north of the continent. Recent studies, however, have provided new material from the eastern part of the region, allowing us to add another animal to the repertoire – a two-humped camel. For instance, one painted image of this animal has been found in Ignatievskaya (Yamazy-Tash) cave, another became widely known after its recent discovery during the cleaning of calcite deposits in Kapova (Shulgan-Tash) cave, both in the Urals (Shirokov and Petrin, 2013; Devlet et al., 2018a, 2018b). Our paper introduces camel images from another unique artifact – a fragment of a mammoth tusk from the Tom River in West Siberia. It was accidentally discovered in 1988, but it has remained almost unknown to international scholars. There are several short publications and mentions in the Russian literature, but this find obviously deserves a new and deeper study. At this stage, the main purpose of this new study is to confirm the Late Pleistocene age of the animals carved on the tusk through a systematic analysis of all available data.

This article addresses outstanding questions about the tusk by presenting new research on: 1) the history of research on the tusk and clarification of its find location; 2) the radiocarbon date of the tusk and new documentation of the images on it, as carried out for the first time by the authors using 3D modeling and macro photography; 3) the identification of the figures and visual composition on the tusk based on the results of new documentation; 4) the application method and stylistic features of the images used to test their hypothesized Late Pleistocene age; 5) the geographical distribution of the most ancient images of two-humped camels and parts of their skeletons from the Late Pleistocene Epoch used to evaluate the overlapping of camel and human ecological niches; and 6) the new interpretation of the images based on composition, camel behavioral traits, and paleogeographic data.

2. The discovery and further study of the tusk

In June 1988, Tomsk State University (TSU) received some information about fragments of mammoth skeletons discovered while digging a car inspection pit in a previously constructed garage at the outskirts of Seversk in the Tomsk region. Archaeologists S.A. Terekhin and A.D. Gaman, together with A.N. Kondrashev, a history department student, went to the location to confirm the information. At the construction site they witnessed three unearthed fragments of tusks (one of a large diameter and the other two 1.5 times smaller) covered with a crust of sand. In addition, arrows and wounds within the contours of the animals can be seen. The comparative analysis of the stylistic features of the camel figures shows that they correspond to the age of the tusk itself, making them, at present, the oldest camel images in Asia. The discovery of the engravings in this region is consistent with the theory of mobile population groups moving to western Siberia from the periglacial steppe to the south in the Late Upper Paleolithic.
archaeologists about a stone with chipped edges, similar to an ax, found at the same location. Unfortunately, the stone had already been lost. No other artifacts or evidence of a cultural stratum were found during the short investigation in the pit.

The find location is located on the second or third fluvial terrace of the Tom River, the east tributary of the Ob River, 2 km away from the current stream bed of the river (Fig. 1). This location is known as Parusinka. The terrace is composed of quartzite sand that was mined at an earlier-established quarry. The fragments of mammoth skeletons were found about 1.5–2 m away from the bottom of the quarry and no less than 3–4 m below the surface of the terrace, on the smooth gravel layer.

TSU scientists were not that interested in the fragments of the mammoth skeletons, so these bones were stored at A.N. Kondrashev’s house. Later, he cleaned a layer of the sand from the largest tusk and discovered strange thin lines cut on its surface. Some of them formed images that could be interpreted as two-humped camels and arrows. Assuming the lines were human-made, Kondrashev brought the tusk to the students’ research lab at the history department in TSU. Due to the absence of a Stone Age specialist and the opinion of S.A. Terekhin that the lines had a natural origin, the tusk did not attract much attention at that time. It was forgotten until 1994, when the lab was relocated to a new building, and the tusk was given to the Museum of Archaeology and Ethnography of Siberia (MAES) at TSU. The inspection of the tusk in the MAES TSU confirmed the engravings were human-made. A.N. Kondrashev had graduated from the university and become an archaeologist by then, but he shared the details of the discovery with the director of MAES, Yu. Ozheredov, and later published the information (Kondrashev, 1996; Ozheredov, 2016: 183).

Due to inappropriate storage conditions, the tusk had already dried out and cracked. The surface had partially crumbled off, the tip of the tusk had partially broken off, the cracked surface bulged up, and parts of the pulp had started to spill out. This made it very difficult to study the engravings and endangered the conservation work. To prevent any further deterioration, the director of the museum followed the advice of paleontologists from TSU and coated the surface of the tusk with a glue solution. To stop the cracks along the tusk, it was bound with three bandages.

In 1995, the director of the MAES invited an archaeologist, V.E. Larichev from Novosibirsk, and an artist, V.I. Zhalkovsky, to study the tusk. Another Novosibirsk Paleolithic researcher, V.T. Petrin, visited the find location in Seversk. The scientists recognized the authenticity and importance of the engravings, but they were unable to obtain a good copy of them. V.E. Larichev suggested that the rows of short lines engraved on the surface of the tusk represented an ancient calendar (Vesnina, 1995; Kondrashev, 1996).

At the same time, the tusk was studied by the director of the paleontological laboratory at TSU, S.V. Leshchinskiy. He saw it as part of a group of tusks and tusk objects that were engraved and pierced during the Upper Paleolithic in the south-eastern part of West Siberia (Leshchinskiy, 1997: 120). In 1996, Yu. Ozheredov made a first sketch of the engravings and published the results in two papers (Ozheredov, 1997, 2016). Brief information about this discovery, based on the sketch made by Ozheredov, was later published by another Tomsk archaeologist (Vasil’ev, 2004).

In autumn 2016, new documentation of the engravings was conducted by two of the authors, J. Magail and Yu. Esin. In 2019, we managed to identify the find location rather precisely in the modern town Seversk with A.N. Kondrashev’s help (other archaeologists who had been there are no longer alive). It is worth noting that an undeveloped area of the terrace overgrown with trees has remained nearby (on the south side) (Fig. 1, c). This area may be suitable for future excavation in order to conduct a more detailed study of the find location’s geological context.
3. Characteristics of the tusk and its age

Close examination of the artifact indicates that it is a fragment of a bigger tusk (Fig. 2, c). The length of its outer surface is 74 cm, the inner surface is 63 cm. The diameter of the thicker end is 9.4 cm. According to S.V. Leshchinskiy (consulted by MAES in 1996), who based his estimations on the size and signs of natural attrition at the tip of the tusk, the artifact is a frontal fragment of a 1.5 m long tusk which belonged to a 35–40-year-old male mammoth. The fragment was cut before it was separated from the main tusk, after which it fractured.

According to V.E. Larichev and V.T. Petrin, the age of the tusk could be as old as 18,000–20,000 years BP; E.V. Vasil'ev estimated the age at 16,000–17,000 years BP (Vasil'ev, 2004: 7). These assessments are based on the dates of the most well-known Paleolithic sites at the lower reaches of the Tom River (Tomskaya, Mogochino). Yu. Ozheredov had a different approach: considering certain similarities of the engraving style with Magdalenian art from western Europe, he estimated them to date to around 15,000–10,000 years BP (Ozheredov, 1997).

In 2014, the Museum of Prehistoric Anthropology of Monaco provided a radiocarbon date for the sample extracted from the inner part of the tusk by Yu. Esin and Yu. Ozheredov. This measurement gave the first objective data about the age of the tusk (Beta-400624): 11,180 ± 40 BP (conventional radiocarbon age); 13,080–13,045 Cal BP / 11,130–11,095 Cal BC (68% confidence level) or 13,100–13,005 Cal BP / 11,150–11,055 Cal BC (95% confidence level; calibration was performed using IntCal13 database). In accordance with the existing Upper Paleolithic periodization system for western Siberia, the tusk falls into the Late Sartanian period (15,000–10,000 BP), which is known by such sites as Chernoozer’e II, Lugovskoe etc. (Zenin, 2002; Vasil’ev et al., 2005: 56–63; Makarov, 2009). According to the geological periodization system developed for Siberia, the tusk can be dated back to the end of the third phase of Sartanian period. This is generally characterized by a warmer climate, as compared to the previous phase, and by developed aeolian activity (Tseytlin, 1979: 262).

However, since the dating of the tusk’s archaeological and geological context has not been established, studying the engraving technique, as well as the style and composition of the images, is necessary to determine if the date of the engravings corresponds to the date of the tusk itself.

4. Methods of documentation and new results

The engravings on the tusk from the Tom River have special features, which make them difficult to document: 1) they have very thin and shallow lines, making them barely visible and tedious to trace; 2) the engravings are on the surface of a round, long, curved and heavy object which does not allow all the imagery to be seen and recognized without rotating the tusk; 3) the poor condition of the tusk (cracked and crumbling on many parts of the surface) does not permit us to see a complete and coherent composition.

The first researchers who worked with the images, V.E. Larichev and V.I. Zhalkovskiy, tried to document the tusk by contouring the engraved lines with a pencil on the surface of the tusk itself, to make them more recognizable for further sketches or photos. We could see what was left of these, sometimes incorrect, pencil outlines when we studied the tusk in 2016.

The method used by Yu. Ozheredov in 1996 involved visual examination of the lines on the surface of the tusk, several measurements and sketching parts of them on paper at a 3:1 scale. This method allowed him to recognize four images of camels on the surface of the tusk itself, to make them more recognizable for further sketches or photos. We could see what was left of these, sometimes incorrect, pencil outlines when we studied the tusk in 2016.

In 2016, J. Magail and Yu. Esin photographed the surface of the tusk in order to make a 3D model using ‘Structure-from-Motion’ photogrammetry. Both sides of the tusk were modeled separately with a consumer-grade camera (SONY DSC-HX10V, sensor 1/2.3″, 18 Mpix, 24–384 mm equivalent on a full frame 35 mm camera, set at 24 mm), using 397 and 243 pictures, respectively (Fig. 2). The tusk was placed on a highly textured grayscale print to facilitate the removal of the background. Both sides were then merged using several control points and scaled to produce a textured 3D model possessing more than 80 million vertices. The whole procedure was undertaken using Agisoft's
PhotoScan. As the tusk naturally appears bent and twisted, it was first straightened using Blender 2.78. Then, the texture was unrolled by projection from the longitudinal axis onto a cylinder which ‘unwrapped’ the artifact (Fig. 3). The final, unfolded image corresponds to two full revolutions around the tusk, which was necessary to facilitate the drawing and interpretation of the engravings without any gaps in the figures. More details about the general photogrammetric workflow and principles can be found elsewhere (Monna et al., 2018).

In the final stages, the 2D image was processed in Photoshop. Using additional layers and a graphic tablet, Yu. Esin, who has many years of experience in documenting ancient petroglyphs, traced the engravings for a graphic sketch. Creating a graphic sketch is essential for any further analytical work. However, the sketch itself represents the first stage of the analysis, and, in large portion is defined by the purpose of this analysis. When documenting the surface of the tusk we found quite a few cut lines of different depth, width and length. Some lines crossed each other, although their contemporaneity and attribution to the same composition was not evident. Moreover, there were segments of the surface covered with a sequence of small notches, while other parts also had chopping marks. Sketching all these details would inevitably create “information noise”, preventing overall study of the engravings. There were also naturally occurring limits of such a sketching technique, since it is impossible to include all thin lines in a sketch with the intention to make them recognizable if the large object is published on a smaller scale. For these reasons, our task was not to sketch all the engravings, but rather to focus on identifying the lines that formed images and repeated combinations. If the lines were engraved relatively deep, they were also included in the sketch (Fig. 4). A more complete understanding of the relief of large areas of the surface can be obtained from the published photos (Fig. 5). The fragments were shot using oblique lighting, which allowed for better recognition of the engraved lines and the order in which some lines were created. These photos were used to verify the lines in the drawing made according to the photogrammetric model.

We also took macro photographs of the engravings with a camera and a portable microscope (Fig. 6). Despite the glue coating on the surface of the tusk, we were able to identify similarities of the engravings to others made by stone tools. The photographs also helped illuminate the smoothness of the edges, due to the aging of the material. The engravings were created with a very sharp cutting tool, which, depending on the amount of pressure applied, could produce a line about 0.1-0.15 mm thin, or even less. In order to make some elements of the images more visible, cuts were made repeatedly one right next to

Fig. 3. Unfolded surface of the tusk obtained by cylindrical projection after straightening the tusk. Provided by F. Monna.

Fig. 4. Engravings on the tusk from the Tom River. Numbers from 1 to 5 and letters from a to i mark main images and their details. Drawing by Yu. Esin.
another, which increased their width by about 2–3 times. In some parts, we noticed vague lines that could have served as ‘drafts’ for the final images. Other notable features on the tusk surface are traces of abrasive polishing (Fig. 6, e, f). They are probably indicative of surface preparation before the camels were applied, which will be discussed later in the article, because the engraved images overlay the polishing traces. Alternatively, the surface treatment with something abrasive could have served to remove some earlier engravings, the lines of which are visible in some places. In general, the application technique of the images on the tusk from the Tom River does not contradict the hypothesis of their Late Pleistocene age.

5. Identified images, their style and composition

5.1. Camels

The study of the engravings from the 2D model of the tusk surface identified four images of two-humped camels. They are depicted in different colors and each given a number on the sketch (#1–4 in Fig. 4). All four animals were executed in the same style, using similar techniques and tools. The main stylistic feature of these images is that they combine the figures’ outlines with a series of short transverse cuts on the inner side. In some places, the outline is missing and the short cuts themselves serve as the contour. All camels are depicted with only two legs. The lower ends of the foot contours, in most cases, are not connected. The camels have patches of thick fur sticking out from the upper parts of their forelegs, bellies, under their necks, at the base of the humps (between the front hump and the neck, the back hump and the croup) and on their foreheads. The heads are all small and angular. On two figures (#1 and 3), single dots inside the heads probably indicate eyes. The tails are stretched out and down. All in all, the figures of the animals are quite realistic and demonstrate a good knowledge of the subject.

According to their location on the surface of the tusk and in relation to each other, the camels can be divided into two pairs: a) camels 1 and 2; b) camels 3 and 4. The animals from each pair face each other and are situated on a horizontal line. What is important is that the contours of the animals from the same pair do not cross or touch each other. We see, however, another situation with the animals from the different pairs: the belly of camel 3 is depicted above the front leg of camel 1, and the length of his rear leg is reduced because of camel 1’s belly (the lines of this leg are also engraved over the belly of camel 1– Fig. 6, d); the contour of the front hump and the neck of camel 4 is created by the contour of the back hump from camel 2. This demonstrates in what order the pairs of camels were engraved. It also shows the order in which the parts of each body were depicted: camel 3 and 4 were engraved starting from the humps and heads, which fit neatly in the space between the humps and the head of previously engraved camels 1 and 2; the legs of a small-sized camel 4 could also be placed between the legs of camel 2, and no belly and leg lines of camel 1 and 2 crossed.

The analysis of the size, proportions, and placement of the figures allows us to reconstruct the order in which they were engraved. The humps of the large camel 3 fit in the space on both sides of the head of camel 1; in order to avoid crossing the head of camel 2, its neck is stretched forward (not upwards, as with camels 1 and 2). Hence, when creating camel 3, the engraver was limited by the contours of camels 1 and 2. After depicting camel 3, there was very little space on the surface of the tusk for camel 4. This is likely the reason why the contour of the neck and the front hump of camel 4 partially coincides with the contour of the back hump of camel 2. Due to its small size, this fourth camel is the only one that does not require rotating the tusk in order to be seen.

Every animal was placed on the surface in such a way that they would not, as much as possible, interfere with any other one. In this sense, they can all be considered as parts of a bigger composition. At the same time, the order in which the figures were engraved, and the contraposition of the paired figures depicted twice, allows us to view each pair as an independent composition. The autonomy of each pair can also be supported by the difference in orientation on the surface of the tusk: the position of the camels from one pair in relation to the other pair, when the tusk is rotated around its longitudinal axis, appears to be upside down.

Fig. 5. Some fragments of the tusk with engravings: a – the head of camel 1; b – the front leg of camel 1 and the rear leg of camel 3; c – the base of the front hump of camel 3; d – larger end of the tusk with a figure of a camel 4. Photo by Yu. Esin.
5.2. Arrows and wounds on the camels

There are several repeated images within the contours of the camels. According to the form and location on the animals’ bodies, 3 of them can be recognized as arrows (or light darts) with fletches at the end, piercing the belly (#d, e, h in Fig. 4; Fig. 6, a). The arrowheads are not shown, and the fletches are depicted by several lines stretching from the end of the shaft. All arrows point up, so they are completely or halfway inside the contour of the animal. Among the important features related to the content and style of this imagery, there are several parallel lines close to the front end of each arrow which could represent wounds or bleeding.

In addition, there are independent groups of parallel lines similar to those depicted near the top of the arrows. They are located on the bellies of each animal (#a-c, f, g, i in Fig. 4). In our opinion, they can also be viewed as wounds, however, the weapon itself is not shown in these cases. What is also important is that the camels from the first pair only have wounds, and all the arrows are depicted in the animals from the second pair. This feature supports implicitly the compositional independence of each pair.

5.3. Anthropomorphic figure (?)

Between the rear legs of camels 1 and 3 we can see a complex figure, which was depicted intentionally. It resembles two legs walking to the right (however, without any outlined feet). It is shown under number 5 and highlighted in yellow (Fig. 4). It is possible that what we see here is an anthropomorphic figure with its upper part delineated by the legs of the animals (Fig. 7). A similar technique of sharing the same outline between two figures is used on the tusk for camel 4. The whole figure can be
viewed as a human wearing a skin cloak. On the surface of the tusk, the upper part of this figure is oriented the same way as the first pair of camels. Its head is located on the same level as the belly of camel 1, and the whole figure is placed between the bellies and legs of both pairs of camels.

The main characteristic of the proposed human figure is the very generalized contour of its upper body and how its legs are separated from the upper part. A similar composition is exemplified by two images interpreted as anthropomorphic figures that were engraved during the Upper Paleolithic on a mammoth tusk from the Yana River in Yakutia. However, it should be noted that they differ stylistically and are 15,000 years older than the tusk from the Tom River (Pitulko et al., 2012: Fig. 11C). Although our identification of these engravings as an anthropomorphic figure is an interpretation, it may be of interest for further comparative studies that will make it possible to test.

6. What does the composition on the tusk represent?

Similar images of camels facing each other are quite common in the art of different cultures of the Bronze Age, Early Iron Age and Medieval period in southern Siberia and Central Asia (Mukhareva, 2007: Fig. 4–7). Such frequency indicates that the composition conveys a memorable and important natural characteristic of camel behavior. In many cases, the composition combines two male rivals that are fighting or are about to fight (Fig. 8). Such behavior is seasonal by nature and occurs annually during the mating season (this usually happens in January or February among modern domesticated two-humped camels). Fascination with these battles inspired the tradition of camel fight festivals in some cultures.

It seems that the composition engraved on the tusk from the Tom River illustrates a similar moment in the life of these wild animals. The poses of the first two camels are typical for the beginning of the fight, when males demonstrate their power to make the opponent retreat. The outstretched neck of camel 3 indicates that the animal is about to attack (compare with Fig. 8, b). Camel 4 stands out among the rest of the animals for its smaller humps. This may have been because camel 4 uses the contour of camel 2, due to the lack of space on the surface of the tusk. Another reason for this might be the intention to portray a younger camel. Importantly, the camel with a larger neck and humps is placed on the right in each pair. It may indicate the opposition of right and left, as related to certain qualities. It should be noted that opposite orientation of the same animals also occurs in the Paleolithic art in Europe (Clottes and Lewis-Williams, 1997: Abb. 102, 107; Roussot, 2003: 7).

Arrows and wounds on the animal bodies indicate that the camels engraved on the tusk were wild and could be hunted. Stone Age images are often interpreted within the context of “hunting magic” – asking for assistance during hunting – and are well documented in cave art studies (Clottes and Lewis-Williams, 1997: 66–72; Okladnikov, 1967: 65, 66).
In this context, the proposed anthropomorphic figure may also be associated with hunting camels. It could be a camouflaged hunter approaching the animal, or any other character that could somehow assist the hunting process. However, the human figure is formed by the outlines of the animals’ legs, which hides it among the camels and makes it less obvious for a viewer. There could also be magic logic underlying this way of portraying a human figure: if the figure of a disguised hunter manages to be very close to the animal it could ensure a successful outcome.

7. Comparative analysis of the style

The most important stylistic feature of the engravings on the tusk from the Tom River is that the contours of the figures are made either by continuous lines combined with a series of short parallel cuts, or by parallel cuts only. In the context of Eurasian art history, such a way of outlining is typical for the Upper Paleolithic period in Europe. It is related to multiple types of animals and human-like representations at different sites and could be applied to different materials by different techniques: cutting (the most typical technique; e.g. the human-like figure from Mas-d’Azil and a horse at Trois Frères - Clottes and Lewis-Williams, 1997: Abb. 47, 109); engraving/pecking (e.g. the ibex at Foz Côa - Ibid: Abb. 101), or painting (e.g. the bison at Niaux - Ibid: Abb. 60). The most realistic cases clearly show that the short parallel lines along the contour of the figures represent fur. The widespread use of this representation technique could be related to the cutting technique, especially on bone, because the parallel cuts could make a thin contour line more visible. Over time, such a technique could have gained independent decorative significance, as for example on the mammoth tusk found in the Kirillovskaya Upper Paleolithic settlement in Ukraine (Okladnikov, 1971: Fig. 1) or on a fragment of a bone plate from the Chernoozer’e II settlement on the Irtish River in western Siberia (Fig. 9).

Different types of throwing weapon and the wounds depicted on the animal bodies are also typical for Upper Paleolithic art in Europe, which reflect the worldview shared by the hunters of this period. However, the fletches of the arrows engraved on the tusk with camels are quite peculiar and different from their analogues in European art. The shape of the fletches, the position of the arrows within the animal body, and the short-tilted lines along one side of the front part of the shafts bear the closest resemblance to the drawings of arrows from the Cosquer Cave (Clottes and Lewis-Williams, 1997: Abb. 61). These are generally dated to several millennia prior to the tusk from Siberia. During the Holocene, images of wounds on animals are very rare in Siberia and Central Asia, and arrows are different than the arrows on the Tom River tusk: the fletches are different, the arrows themselves are often pointing downward or sideways, and they are depicted outside the contour of an animal.

Images of two-humped camels from the Paleolithic period have been discovered in two caves in the southern Urals, in Ignatievskaya and Kapova (Fig. 10, a, c). In Ignatievskaya, the drawing is in black

Fig. 9. Contour of a figure created by short parallel lines from a fragment of a bone plate, Chernoozer’e II (Petrin, 1986: Fig. 53, 5).

Fig. 10. Images of camels and horses from caves in the southern Urals: a, b – Ignatievskaya (Shirokov and Petrin, 2013: Photo 100, 103); c, d – Kapova (Devlet et al., 2018a: Fig. 1).
paint and is about 70 cm long (Shirokov and Petrin, 2013: 65). Similar to the camels on the tusk from the Tom River, it shows only contours of two legs (the front leg is also bent a little at the knee, but has not been well preserved), and it has protrusions at the base of the humps. The shape of the belly is also very similar, but the fur hanging down from the belly is depicted by a thicker line in this example. A layer of thick fur is especially emphasized on the neck as well. The head is narrow, and there is also a small tail pointing down. We believe there is a short vertical line on the belly of the camel, which could represent a wound or a throwing weapon. There are also images of horses of the same colour and style portrayed next to the camel (Fig. 10, b).

The camel from Kapova cave is 63 cm tall and portrayed in red paint (Devlet et al., 2018b: 142; Zhiteney, 2018: 185). There is a vertical line on the body between the two high humps. It is possible that the line, similar to the image from the Tom River, represents a wound or a weapon. There is also a little protrusion at the base of the back hump and a tail pointing down. The shape of the belly is similar to the image from the Tom River. Unlike the Tom River tusk, the Kapova camel has four legs, its feet are outlined, and it has a long, narrow head. It is also portrayed next to images of horses, and the feet are outlined in the same way as the horses’ feet (Fig. 10, d).

It is notable that there are common stylistic features which connect images of camels from the Ural caves with the horses painted next to them. Since the horse image is much more widely represented in Paleolithic art, this opens more opportunities for comparative studies. In particular, the rather specific shape of the Ural horses’ head finds parallels in the Paleolithic art of western Europe (Shirokov, 2014: Fig. 2), which can serve as an additional indirect argument for the Upper Paleolithic age of the camel images.

The data obtained from organic material samples in Ignatievskaya cave can serve as a chronological marker for the period when it was visited. Cave activity is dated from 14,200 ± 660 BP (ИЭРЖ-54; animal bone) / 16,952–13,539 Cal BC (95.4% confidence level) until 10,400 ± 465 BP (СОАН-2468; charcoal) / 11,268–8814 Cal BC (95.4% confidence level) (Shirokov and Petrin, 2013: 80, 86; Shirokov, 2018: Table 2). Uncalibrated radiocarbon dating of the Upper Paleolithic layers in Kapova cave range from 16,010 ± 100 BP (КН-5023) to 13,930 ± 300 BP (ГИН-4853), which, when calibrated, is 19,500–16,000 BP (Zhiteney, 2018: 9). Uranium and thorium isotopes in samples collected next to the image of the camel in Kapova cave date the layers of calcite (including the layers formed on top of the image) from 40,000 to 14,500 BP (Devlet et al., 2018b: 146). It should be noted that application of the U/Th method for cave art dating is controversial (Sauvat et al., 2017), but in this case the U/Th dates do not contradict the 14C dates. Hence, according to the similarity in style and dating, the camel image from Ignatievskaya cave is the closest parallel to the camels on the Tom River tusk.

An image of a two-humped camel from the Khoit Tsenker cave in Mongolia was also classified as Paleolithic art (Okladnikov, 1972). However, the images and their dating have recently been debated (Varenov, 1995; Kubarev, 1999; Molodin and Cheremisin, 1999). Hence, we will not use it for comparative purpose until new data confirms or undermines existing doubts. We can only note that the style of the camel from this cave is significantly different from the style of the camels on the tusk.

We have argued that the camel images from the Tom River tusk are Paleolithic based on their style. For comparison, we also analyzed Holocene-age images of two-humped camels found further south from western Siberia. Some of these images have been discovered in the relatively well-studied Minusinsk Basin, in South Siberia. The earliest is dated to the 1st millennium BC; the majority of the images and stylistic variants, however, were created during the Mediaeval Age (Fig. 11).

Based on the contexts of all the camel images we analyzed, these animals were already domesticated. The earliest camel bone from the Holocene in the Minusinsk Basin is also dated to around the beginning of the 1st millennium BC and was probably from a domesticated type (Kiselev, 1951: 142; Kyzlasov, 1989: 25). Wild camels, likely, did not live in this region during the Holocene. We see similar ages of camel imagery in the northern part of the Altai-Sayan region, although some of the images might be a little older. Camel images stylistically similar to those from the Tom River tusk are not found here.

The two-humped camel motif is much older in the art of Central Asia and in the neighboring territories of Iran. Particularly, an image resembling a camel was discovered on a pottery fragment dated to the 4th millennium BC from Tepe Sialk (Fig. 12, a). Camel imagery becomes more common from the 3rd millennium BC. These images do not represent hunted camels, but rather portray domesticated animals (often with reins, ties on their feet, or harnessed to pull carts) (Sarianidi, 1989: 161, Fig. 7; Murgabaev, 2013: Fig. 6, 8, 11, 21, 29; Kircho, 2009: 30). Stylistically, the images of the camels in Central Asia from the 3rd–2nd millennium BC can be divided into two common traditions: 1) realistic, found on the artifacts produced by the ancient agricultural, as well as neighboring pastoralist, cultures (Fig. 12, b, c); 2) geometrical, found so far only on the Saymaly-Tash site in Kyrgyzstan (Fig. 12, d). The regions where early camel images have been discovered – Bactria, Margiana and adjacent areas – coincide with the zoological data on the location and dating of two-humped camel domestication (Larson and Fuller, 2014; Peters and von den Driesch, 1997: 656–662). In the 2nd and especially in the 1st millennium BC, the distribution of camel images expands greatly, and new types of
composition emerge (for example images of riding camels) (Korol’kova, 2006: 84–104). This demonstrates the growth of the domesticated camel populations (including southern Siberia), the development of new household applications for these animals, and also the inclusion of camel imagery in different artistic traditions.

As a whole, the Tom River tusk engravings have no stylistic analogues among the known Holocene examples. At the same time, the stylistic features of the engravings on the Tom River tusk have the most commonalities with images from the end of the Late Paleolithic in Europe and western Siberia, which also coincide with the carbon dating of the tusk itself. Stylistic differences among the ancient camel images from all three sites in the Urals and Siberia are quite understandable, since there are chronological and regional differences between them, as well as different methods of depiction.

8. Engravings on the tusk in paleogeographic context

The discovery of two-humped camel engravings on a mammoth tusk in western Siberia, together with the images of these animals among the paintings in the caves of the southern Urals, require an overall analysis in relation to the context of different life activities of prehistoric hunter-gatherers. It is obvious that the appearance of camel images is not accidental – it should be seen as a reflection of the regional specifics of Upper Paleolithic art conditioned by the characteristics of the local fauna.

In order to better understand how the ecological niches of human and two-humped camels were correlated, it is necessary to compare the distribution of camel images and camel bones dated to the Late Pleistocene. There are two species of two-humped camel that can be identified based on bone remains from the Late Pleistocene in northern Eurasia: Camelus knoblochi and Camelus bactrianus. C. knoblochi was the
largest type of camel in Eurasia that lived in the steppes and forest-steppe from eastern Europe to the north-east of China during the Middle and Late Pleistocene (Titov, 2008). This type had the largest distribution and population in the Late Middle Pleistocene. By the beginning of the Late Pleistocene, C. knoblochi disappeared from the territories to the west of the Urals, as it was unable to adapt to climate cooling, but it survived in Asia. Thereafter, it was replaced by C. bactrianus, which appeared in Central Asia and was more adaptive to an increasingly arid climate. More precisely, according to molecular genetics, it was replaced by two types of C. bactrianus, one of which survived until the present day in domesticated form (Burger, 2016). It is argued that C. bactrianus differs from its more ancient predecessor because of its relatively smaller size and better-formed, higher humps (Titov, 2003). The Late Pleistocene finds related to C. knoblochi were found in the middle course of the Ural River, in the Upper Ob, Upper Irtysh and in Transbaikalia (Fig. 13). Unfortunately, descriptions of Late Pleistocene camel remains are scanty, and it is quite possible that some finds identified earlier as C. knoblochi may actually represent C. bactrianus (Titov, 2008).

The currently known Late Pleistocene camel bones closest to the Lower Tom were found near Barnaul and on the Chumysh River. They are dated back to around 55,000–30,000 years BP, and according to the size, belong to C. knoblochi (Vasilev, 2016; Buyrov and Khaveson, 1953). A bone from the Uzunzhul stream in the Minusinsk Basin belongs to C. bactrianus and are supposedly from the Sartaritan period (Malikov, 2015b: Tabл. 1, 238; Shpanskiy, 2019: Fig. 4). Thus, the extent of both camels expanded to the northern foothills of the Altai-Sayan region, however their presence there could be demarcated by the beginning of the last Ice Age. During the Late Pleistocene, two-humped camels were more common in Kazakhstan, including the North Caspian region and Upper Irtysh, where these animals could be hunted and eaten (Kozhamkulova, 1981: 61–63). The Upper Paleolithic date and special stylistic features of the camel engravings on the tusk from the Tom River (two high humps, long and thick fur) demonstrate a close resemblance with modern two-humped camels, which allow us to assume that these figures are of C. bactrianus. The same conclusion can be suggested regarding the camel images from the caves in the Urals.

The tusk with engravings represents a form of mobile art, but the “mobility” of such a heavy tusk would have been restricted. However, a person able to portray a camel with so much attention to detail, no doubt, had to be very familiar with the exterior features of the animal. Therefore, when interpreting the camel images from the Tom River and southern Urals, we might consider two possible scenarios: 1) camels were present in the area and local people witnessed them; 2) mobile people saw these animals in a different region.

At the time the Kapova camel image was created, this cave was near the border of the southern periglacial steppe-tundra (Fig. 13). Thoroughly dated Late Pleistocene bones of two-humped camels were discovered 250 km south of the cave at the northern outskirts of the Caspian steppes. However, there were no sharp boundaries between these climate zones – a dry and cold steppe with some patches of forest-steppe could temporarily accommodate species from the northern region (European-Siberian), as well as some species from the southern regions (Central Asian) (Vangengeym, 1977: 136). Climate fluctuation could further facilitate these processes. E.G. Devlet supported the idea of camel areal expansion to the north (Devlet et al., 2018c: 146). According to another hypothesis, the camel images appeared in Kapova cave due to the migration of people from the Caspian region to the Urals (Zhitenev, 2018: 131). Taking into consideration the distance between the cave and Caspian steppes, seasonal moving could also take place.

Based on the current available information, we should not completely rule out a scenario where, in a short space of time, C. bactrianus moved from the southern regions or from the interfluve of the Ob River and the Irtysh River closer to the lower reaches of the Tom River. However, there have not been any camel bones found in the Tomsk region so far. In fact, the situation here is the same as in the Urals, where the images of late Pleistocene camels were found several hundred kilometers north of the nearest reliable camel bone finds. The problem of clarifying the northern border of the camel’s habitat in both regions certainly deserves further special research by paleontologists. Currently, the alternative hypothesis of mobile people witnessing camels in other regions seems more probable. This corresponds to the theory of southern migratory routes in western Siberia in the Upper Paleolithic, and about the high mobility level of these people (Petrin, 1986: 108, Fig. 1; Zenin, 2002: 40, 42; Leshchinsky, 1997). V.T. Petrin importantly argued for the connection of the west Siberian site, Chernoozer’e II, which is chronologically similar to the Tom River tusk, to Stone age sites in north and north-east Kazakhstan. Taking this into consideration, we can suggest that hunter-gatherers who portrayed the camels on the tusk arrived from the south or south-west, where they were familiar with this animal and hunted it.

However, if camels did not inhabit the Lower Tom River valley, the “hunting magic” interpretation of the camel engravings is doubtful or incomplete (since it is not clear why these animals needed to be portrayed). Considering the high probability that the image creator moved from the south, we can suggest another more complicated hypothesis to explain the images on the tusk. Perhaps the reason for creating this imagery was the importance of the camel fights and camel hunting in the culture of a particular community. It is likely that hunting was seasonal. Such an event as a camel fight could mark an important moment in the annual cycles of nature and in the life of the community. If the arrival of people was seasonal, they could move north along the rivers, when it was warm, and by the beginning of camel mating season they would return. If this group moved for a long period of time outside the camel area, the images might reflect an established tradition which could be re-enacted on the tusk for ritual purposes in the appropriate season.

9. Conclusion

Overall, the aforementioned stylistic features of the images on the tusk, their composition and current condition, the engraving technique, paleogeographic context and the depth within the terrace of the Tom River where the tusk was discovered correspond to the carbon dating of the tusk. This evidence dates the images to the final stage of the Upper Paleolithic (even if we assume some time gap between the death of the mammoth and engraving of the tusk). Thus, the images on the tusk from the Tom River are, at present, the earliest two-humped camel depictions in Asia, and together with the cave paintings in the southern Urals, they are considered among the most ancient in the world.

The resemblance of some stylistic features and content seen in the images on the Tom River tusk and in Upper Paleolithic European art is highly significant. Importantly, such a resemblance corresponds to some material culture analyses from Siberian sites. V.N. Shirokov, in his study of the cave sanctuaries in the Urals (Shirokov, 2014: 74–77), hypothesizes connections between some traditions in the Siberian and European Upper Paleolithic. Researchers have also noted some European features of objects and in decorations, made of bone and stone, found at Chernoozer’e II, in western Siberia (Petrin, 1986: 107; Vasilev, 1990). This suggests that the reason for the similarities are not only epochal features of human culture, but also that some traditions were inherited through space and time. This requires further study. The Tom River tusk itself demonstrates that engraving different materials was an important part of cultural tradition in the Upper Paleolithic. In this case, stylistic techniques could be consolidated and passed down through generations, as a particular part of labor skills.
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